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This handbook for developing six crucial habits “ should be on every modern leader’s
desk” (Jeb Blount, bestselling author of People Follow You). While many books focus on
developing managerial competencies, most leadership failures are the result of a failure in
character, not a failure in competence. But just as you don’t get in shape by reading a fitness
magazine, you don’t become a leader of character by reading a book on character. You have to
do what you want to be! Becoming a Leader of Character is a workout plan designed to
develop six Habits of Character by providing small daily exercises that strengthen your
character muscles—for the important tests of character all leaders face.

"Wow! What a book - in fact, THE book that should be on every modern leader's desk...I
promise you'll be writing in the margins and highlighting pages as you reflect on the habits you
need to change." - Jeb Blount, best selling author of People Follow You. "Becoming a Leader of
Character is an uncomplicated approach to developing a leader's most important leadership
tool - character." - Joe DePinto, President and CEO, 7-Eleven Inc. "Breaking away from the
numbing array of authors dealing with character and leadership, the Andersons - father and
son - not only define what character is and show why it is essential in leaders, they also
describe how it is developed." - Lieutenant General David Palmer, USA Retired, Former
Superintendent, United States Military Academy at West Point "When fresh voices put a new
perspective on something and still make it accessible to all of us, I stop and pay attention." -
Karen Dillon, former Editor of the Harvard Business Review and author of New York Times
best-seller How Will You Measure Your Life. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the Author--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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BECOMING A LEADER OF CHARACTER

“My father, who retired as an Admiral in the US Navy, taught me that great leaders are great
because their people trust and respect them—not because they have power. Father and son
Gen. James L. Anderson, USA (Ret.) and Dave Anderson drill that message home in
Becoming a Leader of Character. Leaders of character know true leadership is not about them;
it’s about the people they serve. The world is in desperate need of a different leadership role
model—and this book is a powerful guide for leaders who strive toward that goal.”– Ken
Blanchard, coauthor of The New One Minute Manager® and Leading at a Higher Level“This
magnificent book is a superb mix of behavioral science, philosophy and common sense. The
multi-generational counterpoint writing style is laden with real-life stories that are relatable to
today’s fast-paced workplace environment. Because of the authors’ thoughtful analysis, this
book contains many leadership ideas worthy of introspection. As a former CEO of several
companies and Chairman of a Fortune 200 company, I highly recommend it to all who are
interested in leading others in the 21st century.”– Lieutenant General USA Retired John
Moellering, Chairman Emeritus, USAA“In business and in the military, Courage, Humility,
Integrity, Selflessness, Duty and Positivity are the key character habits a leader must display.
Becoming a Leader of Character is an uncomplicated approach to developing a leader’s most
important leadership tool—character.”– Joe DePinto, President and CEO, 7-Eleven Inc.“As Jim
and Dave Anderson say, “Don’t just read this book. Use it!” A father/son team of West Point
graduates talking about leadership and character is what first got my interest. But then, it was
their approach to developing character that hooked me. This is not the first book I have read
that says a leader’s character is important. But it is the first book I’ve read that provides specific
steps that anyone can take to develop that character. There is something to learn in every
chapter without sounding academic. The stories are engaging and honest, the definitions are
simple and the solutions are accessible. This is truly a unique leadership book and a must read
for a CEO or a brand new leader.”– Bob Funk, CEO, Express Employment Professionals“When
fresh voices put new perspective on something and still make it accessible to all of us, I stop
and pay attention. General Jim Anderson and Dave Anderson have done just that. Not only do
they have the credentials to speak to us about leadership, but the way they approach the issue
of character is both inspiring and challenging all at the same time. Building character is an
exercise that takes determination and consistent effort. But the returns for the leader and the
led are immeasurable. Don’t just read Becoming a Leader of Character, use it daily and
prepare to grow as a leader!”– Karen Dillon, former Editor of the Harvard Business Review and
author of New York Times best-seller How Will You Measure Your Life“Brigadier General
(Retired) Jim Anderson and his son, Dave, have written the definitive book on leadership. This
is a must read for every leader or aspiring leader regardless of age. It goes well beyond
everyday theories and concepts and provides concrete examples of why and how to become a
leader of character. As they say, you have to DO what you want to BE. If you want to continue
to grow and develop into a great leader of character, this book is the perfect blueprint for you.”–
Lieutenant General Buster Hagenback, USA Retired, Former Superintendent, United States
Military Academy at West Point“From ancient Greek philosophers to modern savants, history is
replete with attempts to define character. Breaking away from the numbing array of authors
dealing with character and leadership, the Andersons—father and son—not only define what
character is and show why it is essential in leaders, they also describe how it is developed.



Combining those three factors makes this volume a most significant contribution to the
literature on leadership. Furthermore, and importantly, its down-to-earth prose and real-world
context move it into the category of must-have books for anyone aspiring to lead.”– Lieutenant
General David Palmer, USA Retired, former Superintendent, United States Military Academy at
West Point“The Anderson’s have hit it out of the park with this book! Leadership is character in
action which is simply doing the right thing - even when it costs you something - especially
when it costs you something as I’m not sure it can be an act of character unless it costs you
something. The key that most authors miss is that character is habit, repeated behavior over
time. You don’t develop humility or selflessness reading books or going to a seminar. These
skills must be practiced! This great book gives you practical applications and exercises to get
the principles into your game!”– Jim Hunter bestselling author, The Servant - A Simple Story
About The True Essence of Leadership“People often confuse ‘leading’ with a self-claimed title
that boasts of being aggressive, direct and intelligent. In this book we are reminded that noble
character emerges softly as confidence, humility and integrity, thereby opening doors for true
leadership. Whatever your position, you can learn these habits and develop a team, a family
and a community of character and influence.”– Dan Miller, New York Times bestselling author,
48 Days to the Work You Love“From corporate boardrooms, to ball fields, to our nation’s
government and even in our homes we are in the midst of a leadership crisis. At the core of this
crisis is the foundational element that leadership is built on, which is character. I can think of no
father-and-son team better suited to address this and offer up pragmatic solutions than my
friend Dave Anderson and his father General Jim Anderson. This is a must read for every
business leader, coach, parent or leader of any kind. This influential book contains the power to
change organizations and people’s lives in a very profound way, and I know that my copy will
be dog eared, highlighted and quoted often.”– Scott MacGregor, Founder and President of
Something New“Wow! What a book – in fact, THE book that should be on every modern
leader’s desk. The formula for becoming and being a great leader is in these pages. If you are
new to leadership Becoming a Leader of Character will give you the tools you need to get
people to follow you. If you’ve been leading people for a while I promise you’ll be writing in the
margins and highlighting pages as you reflect on the habits you need to change.”– Jeb Blount,
author of People Follow You: The Real Secret to What Matters Most in Leadership“My
experience at West Point was a transformational one that prepared me to lead wherever I was
serving—be it on the battlefield in the military, or in the boardroom in corporate America.
Becoming a Leader of Character captures the true essence of what it takes to be a successful
leader at any level ... character. Equally important, it illustrates a road map to building the
character and leadership traits essential to becoming a leader worth following. Do these
exercises and you will be following a plan that will impact your work teams and your family
because they will see you as a Leader of Character and want to follow you. People follow
character!”– Daren Rebelez, CEO of IHOP, International House of Pancakes“When you are
ready to Lead Positive—think like a leader, relate like a leader, engage like a leader, act like a
leader, and serve like a leader—read this book. It will transform your life and work!”– Dr. Joey
Faucette, #1 bestselling author of Work Positive in a Negative World“Do you have a plan—not
just a desire—to build your character? Leaders work hard to improve their intellect and acquire
technical skills. How many have a systematic plan to build that cornerstone of leadership—
character? Jim and Dave Anderson have created a unique tool that is perfectly suited to help
you do just that.”– David Kim, Partner, Apax Partners and President of Children of Fallen
Patriots Foundation“Justice Scalia once said, ‘Bear in mind that brains and learning, like
muscle and physical skill, are articles of commerce. They are bought and sold. You can hire



them by the year or by the hour. The only thing in the world not for sale is character.’ Though
you can’t buy character, West Point has proven you can develop it. Buy this book and let two of
West Point’s distinguished graduates lead you through the process.”– Bob Eisiminger,
President and CEO, Knight Point Systems and Chairman of the Board, Wounded Warrior
Amputee Softball Team“If you are leading a multi-million dollar company, a local business, or a
family, Becoming a Leader of Character tells us how to develop the Courage, Humility, Integrity,
Selflessness, Duty and Positivity that we all need to practice and pass on to those we lead.
This book is easy to read and applies to all of us. It should be a textbook in businesses, in
schools and in our homes that we all implement and learn from.”– Matt Moellering, COO
Express Inc. and L.L. Bean Board Member.“General Jim’s observations on leading with
character – and his personal stories of being such a leader – are so powerful and impactful.
What draws me to General Jim’s talks is that he is able to use very simple concepts to make a
profound emotional impact on his listeners that change their lives. I could not be more pleased
that readers across the world will now have that same opportunity. This is a book every leader
and aspiring leader should read!”– Steven B. Wiley President, The Lincoln Leadership Institute
at Gettysburg“This father-son book by Dave and General Anderson speaks from their hearts
about their passion—Leadership and Character. It will resonate with those that are willing to
commit themselves to become leaders based on developing Habits of Character in order to
become a Leader of Character. It applies to emerging leaders and those willing to dedicate
themselves on building a true foundation to lead. Join their passion!”– Tim Issaco, COO Orion
International“Dave and ‘The General’ hit the nail on the head when it comes to identifying
today’s leadership challenges. What we do is a direct reflection of who we are, and in today’s
fast-paced world, personal values often times get lost in the chaos of the day. Becoming A
Leader Of Character offers practical exercises for strengthening our values and becoming the
leader we all want to be. This is a must read for not just every ‘leader,’ but every person.”– Jeff
Boss, Founder, Tier One Leadership Solutions, author of Navigating Chaos: How To Find
Certainty In Uncertain Situations, former Navy SEAL“The time has finally come for the General
and his son, David to put pen to paper and create a marvelous and intriguing look at the
journey of Becoming a Leader of Character. Over the past two decades, while at two separate
Fortune 500 companies, I have seen the life changing impact the Andersons’ principles of
leadership character have had on countless leaders at all levels of an organization. The impact
is real and lasting.”– Frederick E Lord, IV President, BlueC“Years ago a friend pointed out to
me that the root word for inheritance not only means a gift but the deeper meaning is literally
an assignment and a task. It is that deeper meaning that is so evident in this book. What has
been passed from father to son is not just lessons and examples but an assignment - the
assignment of leadership. If you want to leave the best kind of inheritance to your own children
please leave them the task and the expectation of leadership. But give them the preparation for
that inheritance this book provides.”– Fred Smith, President, The Gathering“People don’t quit
companies. They quit their managers. Becoming a Leader of Character is chock-full of ideas
that managers, of any level, can use to up their game.”– Lee Salz, bestselling author of Hire
Right, Higher Profits
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From General James L. AndersonTo my wife of sixty years, Joyce. She has been the bedrock
of our family. She traveled the world with me in the Army for forty-two years and has
contributed the central focus in raising our children, Terri Lynn Hover and David
Anderson.From Dave AndersonFor my family, Elizabeth, Samantha, and Jake. My wife
Elizabeth, the model of Integrity in our family, who continues to love me even when I do not
always live up to the principles in this book. My daughter Samantha who so often sets an
example for her dad in Humility, Selflessness, and Duty. My son Jake who continues to impress
me with his Courage, Selflessness, and Positivity. I am a blessed man.We both dedicate this
book to the men and women in the armed forces who have stepped forward and said, “Send
me!” We were honored to serve with many of you and continue to be humbled by all your
sacrifices on behalf of our country.
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FOREWORDBy Mike KrzyzewskiDuke University Basketball Coach5-Time NCAA Basketball
Champion2-Time Olympic Gold Medal Head Coach#1 All-Time Coaching Career Victories in
NCAA Men’s Basketball“You have to DO what you want to BE.” You will see this quote in the
early pages of this book. If you want to BE a great leader, a Leader of Character, you have to
DO what great leaders do. Just like good basketball players practice in order to become great
basketball players, good leaders must practice in order to become great leaders.Character is
what separates great leaders—whether in sports, business, or any other vocation—from the
rest of the pack. Our character is in our own control. We build it, sustain it, or destroy it based
on our choices. The choices we make daily prepare us for the bigger choices that will come
when challenges arise. Those daily choices are the practice drills that form our Habits of
Character.Why You Should Listen to These GuysI do not know of another father-and-son team
better suited to provide us with the why, what, and how of becoming a Leader of Character



than Jim Anderson and his son Dave. These two generations of West Point graduates wrote a
book that is straightforward, practical, and accessible, much like the authors are. Whether you
are a CEO or a recent high school graduate, the Andersons speak with clarity to all
leaders.Yes, the Andersons and I attended the same school, West Point, albeit in three
different decades. And yes, our beliefs on leadership run in parallel because of that common
background. But my belief in them runs deeper than graduating from the same great leadership
university.I first met Major Jim Anderson almost fifty years ago when I was a young cadet at
West Point in the late 1960s. He was there to train me and other cadets to become Leaders of
Character. He was a firm, confident, and humble leader. He modeled everything right and true
about leadership for everyone he encountered. He left a lasting impression on me as a young
leader.A decade later after a phone call from another mentor of mine, Coach Bob Knight, then
Colonel Jim Anderson went from being my boxing instructor to my advocate. When my alma
mater debated whether to bring in a new, untested coach, with an unpronounceable last name,
to lead West Point’s basketball team, I had a well-respected leader in my corner. Colonel
Anderson prevailed, and I had my first head coaching job.During my five years coaching at
West Point, a lot of great leaders impacted my philosophy on leadership. But I could always
look to Jim Anderson as a model of what I needed to DO in order for me to BE the Leader of
Character I wanted to become.It was also during those years that I first met Dave Anderson. I
would see him sitting with his father at almost every home basketball game and during many of
our practices in the West Point Field House. Dave was also one of the campers to sign up for
my first ever basketball camp as a college head coach.I remember that Dave was not a
particularly gifted player during his summers attending our camp but that did not stop him. I
saw the desire and the effort that told me he was Jim Anderson’s son. His record in leading in
both the Army and corporate America confirmed that for me again. Today, it does not surprise
me that Dave has devoted his life’s work to developing Leaders of Character much like his
father has.Why You Should Read This BookWhether it is Jim’s battles in Southeast Asia,
Dave’s battles in the corporate world, or my own battles on the basketball courts of the NCAA
tournaments or the Olympics, we all learned the same thing—character matters.I have had the
honor to coach many great young men during my over forty years as a head coach at West
Point and at Duke University. When recruiting I always look for youngsters who not only have
outstanding talent and academic ability but, even more importantly, have great character.One
of the best youngsters I ever recruited was Shane Battier. The character that he displayed over
a four-year period for me was truly amazing. He served as an example on and off the court of
how a Duke basketball player should play and act. As a result, he ended up being the
winningest player in the history of the NCAA, with 133 wins to his credit. I never worried about
the conduct of my team while Shane was the leader.The Andersons begin with the idea that
most leadership failures are character failures. Most leaders’ failures are not the result of a lack
of management skills (competence) but a failure in character. All the money we spend on
training competencies has missed the mark, because we are not addressing the number one
reason leaders fail—and that is character. That is why the Andersons have devoted this book
and, in fact, their professional lives to developing Leaders of Character. They convincingly
argue that the cause of most character failures comes from a place of fear or pride. Courage
and Humility are not only the antidote to fear and pride. They are also essential Habits of
Character anyone can develop.In my book Leading with the Heart, I stated, “True bravery in
leadership revolves around the degree to which a person maintains the courage of his
convictions.” A Leader of Character does not change his values because things become
difficult.Courage and Humility are the bedrock Habits of Character that make the other habits



possible. Integrity is not possible without the Courage to stand alone. Selflessness is not
possible without the Humility to put the needs of others before your own. The Andersons
understand these moral facts.What’s Different Here?When I coach the Duke players or the
Olympic team during practice, we know that how we practice will determine how we play on
game day. In the same way, how we live our lives—the daily choices we make in relation to our
character—will determine how we respond when the big challenges come. So what are the
character drills and the exercises a leader needs to do to become a Leader of Character? That
is where this book differs from other books on leadership I have read. Jim Anderson (The
General) and Dave Anderson (The Business Guy) don’t just tell you how you should respond to
the big challenges leaders face. They lay out specific exercises to practice in your daily life.
They give you exercises to practice Courage and Humility and four other virtues. These small
character choices prepare you before you are faced with bigger decisions. They are specific
exercises you can DO so you can BE the Leader of Character needed in today’s world.I am a
basketball coach. As a basketball coach, I will always be an advocate for practice. In order to
accomplish hard things, a basketball player must be willing to sweat in practice so he can be
great in games. As the Andersons point out, if you are not willing to put in the work and break a
sweat to become a great leader, then this is not the book for you. But if you are willing to take
on the challenge of becoming a Leader of Character through sweat and practice, Jim and Dave
Anderson have laid out the workout plan that will get you there.“You have to DO what you want
to BE.” Now it is time for you to make a choice. What is it going to be? Are you willing to DO the
work to BE the Leader of Character you can become?If I had a whistle right now, I’d blow it so
we could start practice.
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Michael J. Kerrigan, “Become a Leader of Character Without Graduating from West Point. In
about 180 pages General Jim Anderson and his West Point graduate son have crafted a
practical leadership manual based the Aristotelean model but supported in clear drills on how
to build one's own character(see pages 28&29.) Just like Aristotle’s model, the Andersons
book is designed with the idea the more we speak about making wise choices, the more likely
we are to act in that way.In brief our habits form our character. The forward to Becoming a
Leader of Character, written by no less than Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski (the number one in
all time coaching victories in NCAA Men's basketball) shares the Anderson treatise and
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foretells the "practice drills that form our Habits of Character."and those that the Andersons' lay
out; namely; "Our character is in our own control. We build it, sustain it or destroy it based on
our choices. The choices we make daily prepare us for the bigger choices that will come when
challenges arise." I believe readers will agree with Coach K, we should listen to these guys.
The Anderson's have laid out ways to develop our character and have identified the habits
(Integrity, Selflessness, Duty and Positivity) we need to practice. If we follow their advice so that
we can DO what we want to Be, our culture will be  greatly strengthened.”

PriscaM, “Gripping read that will inspire you to be a Leader of Character and move away from
complacency!. This is a very powerful book--one that evokes strong emotions and pulls at the
heartstrings as you reflect on the great leaders in the book and in your life--leaders set apart
by their character. The authors are able to articulate the six habits--Courage, Humility, Integrity,
Selflessness, Duty & Positivity--and relate gripping, real-life examples, while asking critical
questions that make you dig deep and want to do away with complacency. We must leave our
comfort zones and get to work (on ourselves)! The Andersons' compelling examples and
questions are so insightful as you carefully study each habit. The nuggets of wisdom apply to
all areas of leadership in our homes, schools, businesses, etc. Leading with character is in
short supply these days, and the effects are devastating, so we must strive to be Leaders of
Character in our daily walk, and this book equips and inspires you to do just that.My heart was
full of gratitude as I thought back over the Leaders of Character who have poured into my life,
and I can't wait to say thank you with this book.”

C. L. Heaton, M.D., “Powerful, concise, encouraging and timeless!!!. In an age when "Winning
is not everything, it is the only thing," victory without virtue leaves the souls of the victors
hollow and is destructive to the civility of its community. This extremely powerful and
astonishingly compact manual highlights the importance of character development in
leadership and hinges on two ageless concepts:-The theoretical principle that failure of
leadership is first and foremost "a failure of character."-The practical principle that you need to
"do what you want to become."Many of the ubiquitous resources for leadership development
focus on equipping driven executives with the tools and techniques to accomplish the vision
and goals of their organizations. While necessary, this is frequently insufficient to bring about
lasting positive change and accomplishment in the life of the organization, team members and
perhaps most importantly and unappreciated, the life and character of the leader. The
"unexamined" life of the leader may lead to goals and methods that while successful in the
short run may be revealed as harmful or destructive to all with the passing of time.The
theoretical premise that failure of leadership is first a failure of character is authenticated by
history and the fact that virtue is the value that is most frequently and forcefully tested in the
public square as well as the private life of the leader. The acknowledgement and understanding
of this premise make this book self-selecting for those willing to take this "road less traveled" in
leadership but I believe will reap untold rewards personally as professionally.The practical
principle that you "do what you want to be" is fleshed out well with exercises that lead to habits
that are proven and foundational to becoming a great leader. Sometime in our early twenties
we are all leading (influencing) somebody (kids/family, friends, employees etc.) and someone is
watching......all the time. Congruency and coherence in our behavior is the "coin of the realm"
for authentic leadership and can't be faked or hidden. It is frequently on display as we are
called upon to manage the moment or crisis de jour. The development and consistent display
of worthy behavior is only possible by training beginning with the small things-our habits.



Humble confidence of the leader and by the led is exclusively acquired by sustained
performance-particularly under pressure. The Andersons' excel here in supporting their
message through encouraging, relevant and practical stories of experiences garnered in
different but connected arenas over many years.I particularly enjoyed and appreciated the
historical perspective and references as well as the practical approach taken for development.
This is a great book that I commend highly and without reservation to aspiring leaders of all
ages.  Bravo Andersons!  Well written and most importantly......well lived!”

Linda Todd, “The way The General and The Business Guy weave personal stories into this
inspiring road map to becoming a leader of character i. This book should be required reading
for everyone in the country. The way The General and The Business Guy weave personal
stories into this inspiring road map to becoming a leader of character is terrific. The book is a
guidebook to improving every aspect of your life at work, at home and at play. Each section
starts with questions for self assessment and then proceeds to give you the tools to help you
build yourself into a better person. It amazing how much they packed into such a small book.
Sent a copy to each of my children to read and work on with their kids. Easiest and best self-
help book I've ever seen.”

Mon cher colonel, “A really great book - simple and refreshing. This book is not a complicated
or academic tome. It doesn't try to be too clever or put you down.What it does do is set out a
clear (and in my view accurate) representation of what true leadership is, and as importantly,
what it's not. Some of this (in fact most of it) is fairly obvious, but with the proliferation of so
many leadership books around, it has all become a bit lost in too much theory and
research.This book really helped to 'bring me back' to the what really matters. A lot of this is
about one's ethics, behaviour and personal discipline, which we can only really address
ourselves, and which is why several other leadership books don't go there.There are a couple
of minor negatives:- it's quite repetitive and not the most fluently written book. But it is sincere.-
there are a small number of references where the authors' strong religious leanings come
through loud and clear. Personally I didn't mind this, but I imagine that it could turn some
people off.  The book and its messages would be just as strong without them.”

Xavier, “6 stars. "What would you tell your younger self": read this book again and again and
again until you understand its messages. Rest assured that if all you do is reread this book for
a whole year and attempt to incorporate its messages, it will be a year very well spent.”

mate, “Demütiges Werk. Ähnlich wie die im Buch beschworene Demut ist das Werk selber ein
leises Werk….gering an Seiten ,hochkonzentrierter Inhalt…ein Spiegel in den zu sehen man
Mut braucht…hervorragend…dickes Fanke an die Autoren”

The book by Dave Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 216 people have provided feedback.
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